The California National Convention in Detroit, J.R.,

The villain of the TV series 'Dallas' is just another of the many names that have popped up when the talk of who will run for vice president on the GOP ticket with Ronald Reagan begins (UPI)

DETOUR (UPI) — Delegate to the Republican National Convention adopt the nation's favorite survival platform in almost a generation of free and bright broadcasting, the National Association of Broadcasters on the cara of Ford to turn a dream ticket that could sweep into office in November. Reagan, in the last breath of the 84-year-old president, is set for a meeting in a private suite high above the city but later insisted that no offer was made and also that the former president did not even say that he was considering the post, as he had said.

But Reagan, who played a role in the former California governor's campaign, said that he was not sure what the possible offer was or if Ford would accept. There were some reports that there was some talk of an accommodation and that the former president was being asked to come close to Reagan and to say: "I'm not just Reagan people but also Ford people." But Reagan people work on their own.

The power of Reagan's powerful machine was exhibited for the GOP, with the help of the former Republican National Committee chairman and his loyal delegation of local and national leaders who would control the platform.

The platform will become visible for the first time on April 28, when the platform committee will meet to decide on a platform that will be presented to the convention for ratification. The platform committee will also decide on the platform language that will be presented to the convention for ratification. The platform committee will also decide on the platform language that will be presented to the convention for ratification.

By Kyle Goddard

By Kate Goddard

Oklahoma Senate Race Wide Open?

A top-secret poll of the Oklahoma City television station's Channel 5 research department shows that Robert A. Karr Jr. and Andy Coats are neck and neck, with the Democratic nomination for U.S. Senate. The poll shows that Sen. Karr would lose by a narrow margin to his opponent, with 52 percent of the vote for Coats versus 48 percent for Karr.

Polling agents for George A. Jones and Bob Hamilton with the research department found that the Republican candidates are identified Republican John Eland, who has 44 percent of the vote, substantially, according to the poll, while the Democratic candidates are solidly ahead, with 56 percent for Eland versus 44 percent for the Republican candidates. The poll was taken in the past week and is the first of its kind in the state.

With more than 10 percent of the vote still uncounted, polls suggest that the race is too close to call. The Republican candidates are identified Republican John Eland, who has 44 percent of the vote, substantially, according to the poll, while the Democratic candidates are solidly ahead, with 56 percent for Eland versus 44 percent for the Republican candidates. The poll was taken in the past week and is the first of its kind in the state.

By Ralph Nixell

Oklahoma State Highway Patrol said that the driver of the vehicle was identified as a 19-year-old man from Oklahoma City, who was driving a pickup truck. The driver was taken to a local hospital, where he was treated for minor injuries.

The driver of the vehicle was identified as a 19-year-old man from Oklahoma City, who was driving a pickup truck. The driver was taken to a local hospital, where he was treated for minor injuries.
News In Brief

Blacks Don't Favor GOP

African-American leaders cast doubt on former President Michael Dukakis' chances in 1988.

Afghan Athletes Massacred

Washington, D.C. - Afghan athletes were massacred.

Freed Hostage Has MS

Drugs Help In Breast Cancer

Suzuki Next Japanese P.M.

Three More Indicted In Abscam

Rape Suspect Sought

NEW YORK TIMES

Coal Plan Backed

WASHINGTON (AP) - The United Mine Workers union endorsed its national leadership's plan for the industry to reduce the nation's dependence on coal.

TEMPERS FLARE IN MIAMI

MIA (AP) - A white police sergeant was deposed as a police captain, and a white police lieutenant was suspended.

Norman Passes Motel Room Tax

Sears SAVE $100 to $300 on Sears rugged riding equipment

Sears "Rain Dance" CONTEST

Enter Wilson's "Rain Dance" CONTEST

Save 10% to 25%

More Than 700 Deaths Blamed On Heat Wave

Energy Chief Hopeful

Rape Suspect Sought

Escapees Surrender

Jorgensen In Stable Condition

Specials

Newman's 14 K Gold Jewelry Sale

44% off

Tomorrow July 17th 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. only.
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Call Now!  "Rain Dance" CONTEST
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Escapees Surrender

Jorgensen In Stable Condition
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Newman's 14 K Gold Jewelry Sale

44% off

Tomorrow July 17th 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. only.
Iran Closes Border Because Of Foiled Coup

Lake Dedication Set

State Indian Officials Say Census Count Wrong

Two Men Charged In Rapes

ALL AROUND STRENGTH MEANS

many things, some of which are measurable by financial ratios. Some of Liberty's ratios lead the industry (uninterrupted earnings growth, uncommitted capital ratio, loss reserves and others); but superior ratios can only be the result of customer satisfaction through SUPERIOR CUSTOMER SERVICE.
Frying Pan Murder Trial Begins

Libertarians Lose Battle

Statement of Financial Condition
At the Close of Business June 30, 1980

OC Woman Killed

Adoptee Rights Upheld

Spotlight
Bake Contest Set

Make Dieting A Game

Vote No In '84

Tulsa Man Gets 30 Years

Money Woes Close Airport

American National Bank of Midwest City, Oklahoma

Statement of Condition
At the Close of Business June 30, 1980

ASSETS
Cash
$1,387,900.00
Due from Federal Reserve
1,153,300.00
Due from Depository Institutions
286,900.00
Other...
OU's Flops, Or Those Who Couldn't But Did

Arm, Stomach, Head?
Guesses Continue
On J.R.'s Ailment

Garvey Home Wrecker
San Francisco Survives First Base Blight
Bristol, Evans Keep Giants From Falling
Cox, Baseball Big Winners In Oklahoma City

Patty Cox

SPORTSLOG

BASEBALL

Ovett Equals World Record

Softball

Ovett Equals World Record

Tennis

Liberty Bell Classic To Open

Olympians Welcome Philadelphia's Heat

WRESTLING

Cheaters Game Was Spellbinding

Twins Edge Yankees, 5-4

Padres Now Roadrunners

Crenshaw Hopes To Salve Runner-up Wounds In British Open

Goodyear's New All Season Arriva!

SALE On Import Size Power Streak Tires!

$49.95

IN STOCK NOW!

£77.25 £29.50 £31.75

Hurry! Sale Ends Saturday Night!
Editorials

GOP Death Wish

First the charge of the TrumpIAN cavalry. Then the charge of the Republican establishment. The resulting cavalry charge of the Republican Party has run the redwood forests of the GOP Crescent City straight into the anti-Trump brush. The result is a GOP death wish.

Andy Rooney

Conventions Not Dull, Just Live

REPUBLICAN CONVENTIONS — I am tired of hearing that Republicans have the most dull conventions. In fact, I am tired of hearing that any conventions are dull. Everything is dull these days — concerts, films, television programs, books, even the weather.

Billy Graham

DEAR DR. GRAHAM: Do you think the universe is beginning to tune out me and my message? — L.D.

Thoughts

To the bitter end, Billy Graham keeps on going. I have always admired his perseverance.

Bob Greene

The New Army Recruiter: Sgt. Rock

With the news of a draft re-

call, the Army is looking for

new recruits. One of the

newest recruiters is SGT. RO

in Detroit. He has been in

the Army for 2 years and

is known for his tough

approach to training.

Thoughts

The idea of a new recruit

Sgt. Rock is quite amusing.

Reagan Senility Not Likely, Experts Say

DETROIT — Worldwide, the number of people over 65 years old is expected to double by the year 2020. With the aging population comes the concern about the mental and physical health of our leaders. In a recent study, experts have concluded that there is no evidence to suggest that President Reagan is suffering from senility.

Jack Anderson

Ex-Sooner Football Stars Now GOP Brass

Brenda Smidt

State to State: Oklahoma is here, and Oklahoma State is there. But Oklahoma is also the alma mater of many ex-SOONER football stars who have now become important figures in the Republican Party. One of these stars is Jack Anderson, a former Oklahoma State quarterback who has been a key figure in the GOP in recent years.

Sylvia Porter

Jobless Rate Is Reagan’s ‘Plus’

In a recent interview, President Reagan stated that the high jobless rate is a plus for the economy. He argued that the high unemployment rate is proof of the strength of the economy. Others have disagreed, but Reagan remains confident in his economic policies.

Soviet Held Kabul Beyond Rebels’ Reach

The Soviets have expressed confidence that they will hold Kabul beyond the reach of the Afghan rebels. This has led some to speculate that the Soviets may be preparing for a long-term stay in Afghanistan.

The Journal
'Speak Up', May Be Shut Up

By Gary Deeb

"Speak up," the elephant said to the man, "if you have something to say, say it!" But the man didn't have anything to say, so he didn't say anything. The elephant was very disappointed. "You should have spoken up," said the elephant. "Now I can't do anything about it."

Tips For Growing Grass In Shade

Tips for Growing Grass in Shade

Oklahoma Gardening

Kegel Exercises May Help

Elephants Are No. 1

This Week

Jack Bowen Makes 'Wednesday's Child' A Work Of Love

Cover Story

"Work of Love" Bowen said in his acceptance speech. "I've always had a soft spot for Wednesday's children."

Health

Dear Dr. Lawrence Lamb:

Dear Dr. Lawrence Lamb,

I've been experiencing some strange symptoms lately. Every time I go to the bathroom, I feel like I'm voiding my bladder, but I don't actually go. Can you help me?

Sincerely,

[Name]
Noble Campaign

Gains Shot In Arm

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. - A political action committee supporting Oklahoma's Democratic candidates for the U.S. Congress and state office candidates is calling for a moratorium on the use of state funds to pay for a U.S. congressional campaign in the state.

There was no mention of the moratorium in the campaign's statement, but the group's director, Dennis Green, said the moratorium was a direct response to the state's budget crisis.

"This is the worst crisis we've ever faced," Green said. "We're in a moratorium, but we're still looking for ways to help the candidates."
Texas Rockers Point Blank To Play At Zoo

GOP Convention Notebook

Draft Fight Heating Up

Service Briefs

GOP Women Feel Better

Anderson Delegates Holding Out

MORE AT PIZZA INN

Hottest Prices of the SUMMER

LEVITZ

SAVE $307

ALL 8 PIECES

$449

REG. $556
Queen Mother Elizabeth Is 80

LONDON (UPI) - A crowd of more than 10,000 gathered here Friday for the funeral of Queen Mother Elizabeth, 80, who died in Paris early Friday. The Queen Mother, who was the mother of Queen Elizabeth II, had been hospitalized in Paris since Wednesday.

The service, held in the chapel of the Royal Yacht Club, was attended by many prominent figures, including Prime Minister Harold Wilson, who was accompanied by his wife, Mary. Other attendees included Princess Margaret, Prince Philip, and the Duke of Edinburgh.

Volcano Remains Quiet

VOLCANO, Wash. (AP) - Mount St. Helens remained quiet Friday, a day after an eruption that sent a 10-mile-high column of ash into the sky. The volcano, which sparked a national emergency last year, appeared to be in a state of dormancy.

Jeep Buyers Warned

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - Jeep buyers were warned Friday not to be fooled by advertisements for the new Jeep Cherokee.

Clemency Considered

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Ford announced Friday that he would recommend to Congress the granting of clemency to convicted draft dodger John Felker.

Tracy Creator Honored

NEW YORK (AP) - Tracy, creator of the hit Broadway musical "Hair," was honored Friday by the National Association of Black Theatre Artists at a special dinner.

Female Casey Jones?

Anita Davis, a 20-year-old Los Angeles woman, is on her way to becoming the first female engineer on a major railroad in the United States.

Anita At The Throttle

Anita Davis sits in the cockpit of a Santa Fe train, which she operates as an engineer. She has been working for the railroad for four years and was promoted to the position of engineer last month.

Surprise For Casey Jones: Engineer Anita

Anita Davis stands in front of a Santa Fe locomotive. She is one of only a few women working as engineers on major railroads in the United States.
Inner City Arson: A Profile In Fire

By United Press International

One of the commonest types of arson is "inner-city arsons" — insurance fraud. From information provided by the FBI, here is the classic pattern of a typical inner-city arsonist.

A real estate investor purchases an inner-city property for $22,000 for the purpose of rental investment. The building is in disrepair. The property does not keep pace with the construction of properties in better parts of a city. Rental income can be increased and most landlords retrieve their original investment in three years.

Most property investors do not put profits back into repairs and improvements. The investor in question is one of these. He sold the building without making any attempt to repair and court appearance. The building was sold "as is." To get the highest possible insurance, the investor "sold" the property to a non-local owner. The investor was not present during the sale. The insurance agent, however, had the title transfer.

The insurance is obtained just before the sale of parts, so as to reduce the insurance and avoid the time the insurer has to inspect the property. The investor then makes a bank mortgage based on the inflated value of the property, signing the bank the beneficiary of the insurance policy. In this way the investor removes himself from the ratio of the property and now has the property. Every week the property is occupied, the investor removes the tenants to another building, saying he is renovating. Tenants who refuse are threatened with eviction if they do not move out. A small time street criminal will set the fire for a mere $50, saying gasoline is in various parts of the building and under the lease the building will be sold. The insurance company will then accept a claim of total loss which is then paid out to the bank, the investor's new owner.

The insurance company pays the bank. The owner has established that he is no longer had reason to burn for own property. Having profited from his first arson, the investor may buy another inner-city property and begin the cycle again.

Pioneer Plane Outmoded

Old Concorde Is Going; Another SST Coming

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Concorde, once the pioneer of supersonic passenger air travel, has become an anachronism in the face of faster flights by private aircraft.

However, aircraft manufacturers are still highly interested in the concept of an advanced supersonic transport which overcomes the sonic booms and jet streams. The question is whether the transonic supersonic transport is a marriage of the future?

British Aircraft Corp. and French manufacturers — Breguet Atlantic and Aerospatiale — shut down production lines for good after completing their first run of 16 models and selling only nine. The U.S. Air Force, boasting some of the most advanced technology, has been drooling for better fuel economy and the supersonic delta wing, the B-52 SST looks like the prototypical aircraft of the future. However, the design is not the only product of the American defense industry.

"We had several letters of infant from the Department of Defense, and several others," he said. "But those letters were ignored. We know that in the United States we have a very limited number of firms that can handle this type of aircraft. And, of course, you can buy a supersonic aircraft only at extreme rates for a very low rate.

"The Concorde's problem, said the manufacturer, is that it was not high enough. Although it was high enough, the aircraft was not high enough. The Concorde could not fly at twice the speed of sound — faster than a rifle bullet. It was suitable for many cost reductions in the realm of economics. However, it was not efficient or use a less expensive alternative.

The $5 billion British-French effort to build a supersonic passenger jet supersonic passenger jet launched in 1958 to challenge the U.S. aviation industry, is now taken over by the British, with the French退出. By 1968, the Concorde would have to fly at 1500 miles per hour over the water line.

However, the Concorde would not be able to fly at twice the speed of sound — faster than a rifle bullet. It was suitable for many cost reductions in the realm of economics. However, it was not efficient or use a less expensive alternative.

The $5 billion British-French effort to build a supersonic passenger jet launched in 1958 to challenge the U.S. aviation industry, is now taken over by the British, with the French退出. By 1968, the Concorde would have to fly at 1500 miles per hour over the water line.

The Concorde, one of the pioneers of supersonic passenger air travel, has been outmoded. However, aircraft manufacturers are still interested in a second generation SST that would be quieter and more fuel efficient. (UPI)